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spanner, spade, seeds
seedbombs, Signal
shouts, sirens, songs
the plum margins
of the city
flow in to the
centre and out
Capillaries
to arteries
Currents unseen
Until the city bleeds
Shadow places may bear, or midwife, insurgencies — transgressions, subversions,
destabilisations, counter-imaginaries, and insurrections in, for, and against urban space.1
Insurgencies reveal and contest (and in some cases, replicate) the injustices on which cities
sit, survive, and reproduce themselves. To understand geographies and expressions of
insurgence, we must attend to the long and varied urban shadows. The forgotten, neglected
spaces of cities, the sacrifice zones, the zones of exclusion and alienation, are not inert. In
such spaces, wild things can grow, and things can grow wild. When shadow spaces are still,
they may be understood as dormant, not dead. They are filled with latent potential of
emergence — immanent insurgence.
The word “insurgence” may suggest a sudden rupture, an eruption, a breaking forth, a letting
loose of what and who can no longer be contained. Insurgence: when the margins become
uncontainable and erupt into the centre. Indeed, the insurgencies that manifest as guerrilla
warfare and street confrontations often seem thus. But, in the context of shadow places,
perhaps it is generative to pay attention to more everyday expression of insurgencies.
Indeed, what appears still or dormant may in fact be a thriving, humming countertopia —
perhaps beyond the understanding of an outsider — keeping and creating whole other ways
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of living and dying together, alive in shadowy illegibility. Insurgence is existence-asresistance, living and loving and reproducing in defiance of genocidal regimes.2
The explosive, erupting insurgencies do not come from nothing, but in focusing on them we
perhaps prioritise and privilege in our imaginaries the revolutionary moment that many of
us may long for. In doing so we render yet more marginal, or more invisible, the “thousand
tiny empowerments”,3 everyday acts of resistance, refusal, resurgence, restoration,
reproduction, recreation, revolution, rewriting, reinscribing, reimagining. Everyday practices
of insurgence may be practices of survival, but they are also resistance, when practiced by
those who the powerful intended should not survive, or thrive, in the spaces where they are.
“We dwell
in the secret places
of this town
in the tangled, perplexing spaces
between your toolshed and the back fence
on the cusp of domesticity” – excerpt from “Reminder” by Jonathan Sri, with Rivermouth.4
The shadows that may provoke or foster insurgencies may be cast by repressive
interventions, and violent occupation. Here, in so-called Australia, repressive shadow places
— the carceral institutions of prisons, jails, watchhouses, and detention centres — are some
of the most explicit and violent denials of a right to the city. But carceral logics also form the
settler-colonial city in more subtle ways; move-on orders, homelessness, gentrification, the
ongoing displacement and dispossession of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples
through the tools of urban governance.5 When it comes down to it, when insurgents rise and
organise against dispossession, unjust and/or unsustainable developments, planning
decisions are enforced by armed police. And yet, despite enlisting many forms of state and
capitalist violence in its service, the colonial project remains incomplete. First Nations
Peoples continue to survive in the shadows of settler geographies — their presence and
vitality is configured as insurgence by the presence of occupying forces, whether they are in
open revolt or not. Survival is resistance, thriving is insurgence, and one day, the
monuments will fall.
“The revolution is for those who will carry on, regardless. For those who will care & laugh
& love & grieve, and for those who would rather undo a border than construct it. For those
who live in this world as it is, who face towards it, knowing its histories, failures and
promises. For those who use this knowledge to offer us the other world, outside of it.”6
Insurgence may also be a property of shadow places of refuse and neglect. Settler-colonial,
extractivist, capitalist cities are built and policed on logics of disposal and disposability, of
waste products, spaces, people. As powerful as colonial forces are, they are always
incomplete, and must constantly be reasserted in this place.7 Capitalism is only proclaimed
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the winner at the end of history because it can’t see past the end of itself, even as the
ruptures and fissures yawn wider.8
Vibrancy, conviviality, sharing of stories, knowledges, know-how, care, cultures, languages,
practices, and art, of and by those people and non-human beings cities make little room for,
or actively exclude, can be understood as everyday insurgencies. The spaces we create
around us in which to be and imagine otherwise are our countertopias, and some of them are
sited in and draw strength from the wastespaces of hegemon-urbia. These are insurgencies
in their own right, and they are also how we keep the fight for still possible cities alive, hold
open the spaces of possibility, and build the pressure and capacity for future eruptive and
disruptive insurgencies and the futures that follow. The cities and spaces sought and
produced by insurgencies are not necessarily just, emancipatory, or equitable,9 but it also
seems true that we will not have just cities without insurgence.
“If the human is a hybrid forum composed of nested sets of complex permeable bodies, this
leads to a new conception of ‘bodies politic’ or a set of evolving and interlocking organic
systems within systems. This can transform our imaginary of the world, our place within
the world, and the responsibility we have toward the bodies in our bodies, and the bodies in
the world.”10
Insurgence is not an exclusively human property; insurgence can be a multispecies
conspiracy, reconfiguring the city through reconfiguring our relations. Our experiences of
pandemia are the obvious reference point at time of writing; I could also point to locusts, to
sudden explosions of what ecologists call “r” species, or the fruiting head of a vast network of
mycelium emerging after a soaking autumn rain. The multispecies conspiracy is one I am
still seeking entry to, and through curiosity seeking to attune myself and my attentions.11 The
insurgencies to come, the insurgencies against capitalist exploitation and for climate justice
will require multispecies sustainability, multispecies solidarity, multispecies flourishing,
more-than-human comradeship.12
We will tear up the pavement to let the soil breathe, so the rest of us might. Sous les pavés, la
plage! Under the paving stones, the beach!
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